Asia were imported from China. Goods and products of China that were es-
pecially popular included silk, paper, and porcelain. Goods that travelled via the Silk Road included silk, china, paper, and various articles of commerce that played a pivotal role in the economy of the world. Commercial exchange through the Silk Road was as diverse as the trade of goods. One of the factors that made the Silk Road a significant route was the involvement of construction of land, air, mar-
a, and railways infrastructures, as well as the development of a universal plan is fully supported by the government. Based on official agreements signed between the two governments in the framework of cooperation, China is proposing to develop specific urbanization and industrialization plans to support the construction of a major railway line between Pakistan and China. The proposal for the construction of a railway line between Pakistan and China was also presented to the Pakistan government by Chinese officials, who also expressed their willingness to invest in the construction of the railway line.

3) Kapisa Residents: Rahmatullah, a shop owner in the city of Kapisa, said: "The situation is not good. People are killed near their homes. So how can they think they are safe?" A local resident said: "The situation is not good. We hear many firings during nights, even after that people are killed." Another resident said: "Abdul Wahid a Kapisa resident. The Kapisa Provincial Council said that the region is not safe due to internal and external security forces.

Taliban and other militants have been active in the region, and local residents have been killed in the past.

4) Statement of Afghan representatives: Afghanistan`s imports from China come through strategic cooperation agreements. The new official relations between Afghanistan and China are based on the Declaration of Cooperation of the Belt and Road of Dialogue in order to facilitate for the economic development of the region. Afghanistan has a crucial role in the region, in terms of territorial and regional matters. While, Afghanistan has a very important position in the region in terms of dialogue, it is necessary to highlight that the Afghan government has important temporary positions and position in the region towards providing stability and lasting peace in the region. We hope that our joint endeavors will lead to success, and through establishment of economic cooperation, China can play its role for economic growth for the prosperity of all countries in the region. Thank you for your attention!

5) Taliban: We have on us with the release of prisoners, he said, adding that some prisoners former charges have been released and officials had di-
vided up others into three categories, traditionale.

6) Afghan government: Afghan government said that the participation of women in the peace process had been a step forward. Afghan government has a long-held view that the participation of women in the peace process had been a step forward. Women could not get their tazkiras (identification cards) and tazkiras are a crucial tool in the region in terms of territorial and national security. While, Afghanistan has a very important position in the region in terms of dialogue, it is necessary to highlight that the Afghan government has important temporary positions and position in the region towards providing stability and lasting peace in the region. We hope that our joint endeavors will lead to success, and through establishment of economic cooperation, China can play its role for economic growth for the prosperity of all countries in the region. Thank you for your attention!
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